This 2020 report is way different that anyone could ever imagined.

Like everyone around the world DABS changed on the fly as well making it easy as possible to get the stories told. DABS took on the virtual experience too. The moment is now to learn as much technical aspect for telling stories as we realize this is the future.

DABS has not given up on The Detroit Storytelling Festival. Our plan is to bring in all storytelling Associations in Michigan together on the 3rd weekend of October every year. We are in the process of drafting 2 different plans for this major city event by planning in person & virtual.

DABS 4th Friday Story Hour Is building and looks like it is going to be a great way for the association to stay in the public eyes. Tune in every month at 7pm for this concert.

Along with everyone else in the world DABS has started a Podcast which airs the second week of every month

DABS is making a bold move virtually to reach our youth in the Detroit metro area. Stay Tuned!